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My filter failed & so did I
Posted by DavidT - 08 Jan 2021 16:27
_____________________________________
To my deal brothers on GYE, it's extremely painful for me to write this post but it would be more
painful not to write it and be dishonest.

This morning I came into my office and realized that the filter was not working (we have a filter
on the router for the whole network). Besides the filter, I also have webchaver installed, so I
would not go anywhere bad on my PC, but there was a tablet on my table and I followed the
voice of the Y"H
"hey! here's an opportunity!"
I fell - and we all know the feelings that follow...
So- I will start counting again! I will NOT stay down even for a minute & I will try to post honestly
here to the best of my ability.
Thank you all for your support.
========================================================================
====

Re: My filter failed & so did I
Posted by DavidT - 25 Feb 2021 18:22
_____________________________________
Grant400 wrote on 25 Feb 2021 17:59:

Isn't it interesting that I hold you in even higher regard after reading that?

It's humorous how people act a certain way based on ego, and wanting people to view them in a
certain light, when in reality people have more respect for them when seeing them not
be controlled and influenced by such whimsical considerations.

Food for ththought.

Yes indeed. There's a lot to learn from this.
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I also want to point out that the first post in this thread had almost 20 thank yous. It was so
difficult for me to write it as I felt it will pull me down in the eyes of the fellow members here, but
the opposite was true...
The lesson for myself is: be yourself, be vulnerable, be honest & be transparent.
That's what Hashem wants and that's what people want as well...

Let's keep on learning and growing!
========================================================================
====

Re: My filter failed & so did I
Posted by DavidT - 10 Mar 2021 20:43
_____________________________________
B"H Celebrating today 60 clean days.
May all the bad desires be BATEL BSHISHIM (ONE-SIXTIETH)
========================================================================
====

Re: My filter failed & so did I
Posted by Benoni - 10 Mar 2021 22:10
_____________________________________
Mazel Tov on the success!

May all the bad desires be BATEL BSHISHIM (ONE-SIXTIETH)

Amen and may you be 60 times stronger than ever!

Tremendous hakaras hatov for all you do here on GYE, and wishing you only hatzlocha in your
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furture!
========================================================================
====
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